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Empathy

Besides learning about climate
change, learners interact with
locals in the countries they visit,
helping develop empathy for
people and the planet.

Learners visit different countries
around the world on live,
interactive, virtual trips to see the
impact of climate change and
learn about solutions in
sustainability from the world's
best Scientists and experts.

Awareness

Action

Learners can engage in local
and global climate action
projects leading to
certification. Reduce the
school's and their own
personal carbon footprints.

GAIN SOCIAL & EMOTIONAL
LEARNING

TAKE CLIMATE ACTIONDEVELOP PLANETARY
CONSCIOUSNESS

UNESCO suggests that " Most
countries still focus on cognitive
knowledge but we need to touch
people’s head, heart and hands 
to teach global warming." We 
focus on social & emotional 
learning that builds green skills like
empathy, creativity, collaboration.

This program helps learners
develop a sense of personal
agency and empowerment,
which has a consequential
impact on behaviours that
reduce their overall carbon
footprint and also inspires
climate action.

To understand climate change we
need to develop a 'world view' and
uncover the sociological roots of the
problem. World-travel provides  an
awareness of other countries and
cultures and highlights global inequity
leading to gender, racial exclusion
and environmental destruction.
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The world's first experiential Climate Education program for schools that takes learners to different countries
around the planet on eight separate one-hour, live-streamed, virtual trips to gain climate and sustainability
awareness, build empathy for people and the planet, and inspire climate action.

ABOUT OUR PROGRAM

www.globefromhome.com

https://globefromhome.com/home/climate_education


DURATION : 60 MINUTES

DURATION : 60 MINUTES

PROGRAM OVERVIEW

SESSION 1:  CLIMATE CHANGE 101

In this introductory segment, you will learn about the basics of climate
change and the impact of global warming on our planet. Understand
the technical and deeper sociological reasons for climate change.
Understand the key sectors in which we need to cut emissions to reach
net zero by 2050 and how, over the course of the next 7 sessions, we will
travel the world to learn about each of these and take climate action.

DURATION : 60 MINUTES

Travel to the Amazonian rainforests with the world's greatest scientists to
learn how forests are one our greatest carbon sinks. Explore and
discover the wonders of the Amazon. Meet indigenous tribes who have
protected our forests for centuries. Learn about deforestation and how
we can work towards regenerating our forests.

SESSION 2:  REGENERATING FORESTS

SESSION 3:  REGENERATING OCEANS

Meet world-leading Oceanographers and discover the importance of our
Oceans in the climate system. Learn about human actions that impact the
ocean, including the threat of ocean plastic. Visit a country to meet climate
refugees who have been impacted by rising sea levels. Finally travel to a
country where a coastal settlement and marine life was revived. 

Learn about the impact of industry and the things we manufacture (and
waste) on the environment. This session takes you to Africa where you
will visit second hand clothes markets and landfills where 60% of clothes
thrown away in the Global North end up. You will then travel to  Europe
to meet leaders in sustainable fashion and learn how to rethink your
relationship with clothes and reduce your footprint. 

SESSION 4:  RE-THINKING FASHION (INDUSTRY)

DURATION : 60 MINUTES

www.globefromhome.com
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SESSION 5:  FOOD & FOOD WASTE

Discover the influence of our food choices on Greenhouse Gas
emissions. Learn about the amount of food that is wasted each year
while large populations face hunger stress. Travel across the planet to
learn how countries are dealing with food waste and solving hunger. 

SESSION 6:  RE-THINKING ENERGY

Re-thinking energy is the most important part of finding a solution for
global warming. Travel to different parts of the world to meet
innovators who are using clean energy to uplift communities, and how
you can help implement this in your own schools and homes.

SESSION 7:  ELECTRIFYING TRANSPORT

Transportation accounts for 8 GT of emissions every year. Travel around
the world to countries who are setting the example in a shift to
electrification. Learn how you can make changes to your mobility needs
to help protect the planet.

Cities are responsible for 70% of Green House Gas emissions. In a
few decades most of us will be living in cities. In this session you will
visit cities and communities around the world that are reinventing
themselves to be completely sustainable. 

SESSION 8:  SUSTAINABLE CITIES & COMMUNITIES

DURATION : 60 MINUTES

DURATION : 60 MINUTES

DURATION : 60 MINUTES

DURATION : 60 MINUTES

PROGRAM OVERVIEW
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FACULTY
The Globe From Home Climate awareness program is led by some of the world's most eminent Scientists
and subject-matter experts and is presented in conjunction with locals in countries around the planet.

RAJEEV RAJAM, FRSA

CEO Founder - Globe From
Home.  Program Director.

Click to hear Rajeev's talk 
about Climate education as a
mitigation strategy during
Climate Week in New York.

HARRIET SHUGARMAN

Curriculum Director

Professor of Global Climate
Change and Sustainability,
Author, Founding Chair of 
 Climate Reality Project NYC,
Director- Climate Mama 

PROF.CARLOS NOBRE

Earth Scientist, Co-chair of the
Science Panel of the Amazon,
Member of Brazilian Academy
of Sciences and World
Academy of Sciences. Former
member IPCC

LESLIE UDWIN

Education & Equality
Activist, Founder of Think
Equal, BAFTA and Peabody
awardee, Rated 2'nd most
impactful woman by the
New York Times.

JAMES VEENHOFF

Leader in Sustainable fashion,
Author, Impact Strategist,,
Speaker. Works in education
and SDG strategy.

YVONNE SARK

Author, Climate activist,
Sustainable community
building expert, Advisor to
governments and schools on
youth engagement.

PROF. EDMO CAMPOS

Senior Professor of
Oceanography, Member of
the Brazilian Academy of
Sciences and Academy of
Sciences of Sao Paulo.

DHARMAJI BHUJANGA

Senior Climate Scientist. Lead
Climate Change Adviser.
Former Senior Climate Policy
Specialist at UNDP, New York

ALBERT SELEON

Member of Maasai tribe,
Kenya. Presenter

SHAIMAA YAHYA

Climate impact presenter

RESUL POOKUTTY

Oscar award winner - 
'Slumdog Millionaire'

ANDREW HADLEY, MBE 

Director-Centre for International
Leadership & Learning. 

www.globefromhome.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6JS8qzPUJU&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6JS8qzPUJU&feature=youtu.be
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WHO THIS
PROGRAM IS
FOR 

PROGRAM DELIVERY
The program is delivered live using video
conferencing tools. However unlike other virtual
sessions, ours are not delivered from a studio/ office
but use a hybrid approach where learners are taken
around a destination relating to the subject,
supported by a narrative from the Scientist/ expert
leading the session.

Learners can access the program using any internet
enabled mobile device

In the case of corporates and governments, the
programs are conducted in small group sessions that
accommodate a maximum of 100 learners per batch
to ensure optimal interactivity. 

Climate and Sustainability education that
aims to help employees across all levels in
an organization reduce their personal
carbon footprints and be an integral part of
their company's 'net zero' goals.

Immersive climate education to help
studentsin Secondary Schools (Grade 6-12)
and Universities, reduce their personal
carbon footprints and that of their
educational institution, besides engaging in
global community action projects..

Aims to offer City and Town Councils, County
and State Governments holistic climate and
sustainability awareness to help influence
policy level changes and engage with
citizens to mobilise climate action.

Corporates

High Schools 

Governments

HOW YOU CAN USE THE
PROGRAM

Each of the 8 sessions in the program are 
 interactive and learners can ask the faculty
questions using voice or chat. Learners will
also have the opportunity to interact with
locals in the countries they visit.

Every segment provides learners with
tangible action points related to the session.
These include climate action in their day to
day lives and also a choice of community
action projects that learners can engage in.

PROGRAM FEES
POA

 Please email info@globefromhome.com for more details. 
Each session accommodates a minimum of 50 and a maximum
of 500 learners. 


